
Winlink 
A way to send/receive email 



History 

●  Winlink created for sailors to send and receive email 
○  Today also used for emcomm 
○  Wilderness folks who need email 

●  Originally on HF 
○  Today also on VHF 
○  Software modems 

 



Structure 

●  User (Ham) 
○  Has a radio with digital capabilities 

■  TNC/PACTOR box or Software based modem 
○  Runs software conforming to winlink protocol 

●  RMS (Remote Mail Server) 
○  Has a radio with digital capabilities 
○  Has internet connection 

●  Winlink 
○  Manages email flow for RMS stations 
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Email Creation and Reading 

●  Are offline 
○  After sending or receiving data to/from the Winlink server 

●  Remember the ships at sea model, campers in the wilderness 
○  Limited power for communications 

●  Program is structured for offline message creation and reading 



Contact a RMS to send or receive EMAIL 

●  Sent mail goes to the Central RMS server 
○   Stored until the recipient requests it 

●  Connect to a RMS to find out if you have EMAIL 

 

●  There is a direct person to person mode (P2P) 
○  Not too hard to set up 
○  Good for practice 

●  There is a mode where messages are stored in message pick-up stations 
○  Advanced topic for another day 
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Security 

●  Have to be an Amateur Radio Operator 
●  Sign up for Winlink (Free) 
●  Use Winlink Software 
●  Enable someone to send you a message 

○  Otherwise, the winlink server will not deliver that email 
○  Send them a message 

■  Adds them to a ‘white list’ 
○  Put email address in winlink server white list. 

■  Log in to the server over the internet 
●  Account creation uses passwords 
●  Keys used in sending and receiving emails to authenticate sender 



You are responsible for message content 

●  Stay inside amateur requirements 
○  No commercial use 

●  The system knows where all email comes from, and where it goes 
○  They have security and message tracking 
○  The FCC can track it to you 



What equipment is needed? 

●  Same things as ‘packet’ 
●  VHF 

○  Radio 
○  Computer 
○  TNC (KPC3+, or could be software TNC) 
○  Interface(s) between items 

●  HF? 
○  Radio 
○  Computer 
○  TNC (Pactor, or could be software TNC)  
○  Interface(s) between items 



Winlink Station Requirements 

The Same as any other Packet Station 



Example Setup -- Radio 

TNC to 
Radio Cable 



Sample Setup -- TNC 

Kantronics KPC3+ 



Sample Setup -- Computer (Small 
Computer) 

Computer to TNC 
(USB serial dongle) 



Fun Size -- Computer Pi3+ 

1GB Ram 
32 GB micro SDHC 
Linux OS (Raspbian) 
4 USB ports 
1 HDMI port 
1 Ethernet port 
? Audio (Not very good) 
Power in over micro USB 
    Can power from usb pack 



Fun Size -- Pi-TNC 

Sadly, The Pi-TNC kit 
is no longer available. 



Connecting Computer to PI3+ 

All connections made through the header. 
Including power 



Fun Size -- Connection to radio 

TNC to Radio.  
(Same pinout as KPC3+) 



There is a winlink email program for PI3+ 

●  Not the windows program 
●  It can send and receive email 
●  Supports many interfaces 
●  I have sent and received messages on this raspberry pi setup 





The winlink program tries to be helpful 

●  Basic settings ‘work’ 
○  Options can make things better 

●  If you enter location 
○  Grid square locator like ‘CM87xg’ 
○  Let’s you know what RMS stations you should try 

■  Can remember, or use the internet 

●  All messages get a unique identifier, easy to track things down 
●  Lots of built in retries and error detection 



Winlink Home screen 

Feels dated and simple 
Uses very little resources 
I run it on a notebook with a celeron 



Session Screen 



VHF station selection 



Winlink VHF in Santa Clara Valley 

●  I can get to about 8-10 RMS nodes from my house 
●  Clustered on several frequencies 

○  Most will also ‘digipeat’ 
○  Winlink supports going through 2 digipeaters to get to an RMS node 

●  You can get into a RMS in Sacramento from Saratoga by digipeating 



Session Types 

Supports internet (telnet), packet, robust packet 
(HF OFDM X.25), Pactor, Ardop, Vara HF, Vara 
FM, and Iridium connections. 
 
Works in: 
●  winlink server mode 
●  person to person (P2P) without going 

through an RMS to the winlink server  
●  Radio-only modes which don’t use the 

internet, and go to Message Pick-up 
Stations (MPS). Mail can be forwarded to 
other MPS over HF, and routing is 
automated. Each winlink user chooses an 
MPS. 



HF channel selection 

Gives probability of getting through on HF 
Shows distance and bearing to station 
     Handy if you have a beam 
Frequencies change by time of day 
     I did this at night 
 
Automatically sets frequency and mode on my 
ICOM 7600.  Just need to select one. 




